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Chapter 1: Introduction to Persuasive Writing

● Definition of persuasive writing

Persuasive writing is a type of writing that aims to convince the reader to
adopt a particular point of view or take a specific action. It is often used in
advertising, politics, and social media to influence people's beliefs, attitudes,
and behaviours.

● Importance of persuasive writing in everyday life:

Persuasive writing is an important skill to have in today's world because it
allows us to effectively communicate our ideas and opinions and persuade
others to take action. It is used in various settings, such as writing a letter to a
government official to advocate for a cause, creating an advertisement to sell
a product, or writing a social media post to raise awareness about an issue.

● Examples of persuasive writing:
○ A political campaign ad that tries to convince voters to support a

particular candidate
○ A commercial advertisement that aims to persuade consumers to buy a

product
○ A social media post that encourages people to donate to a charity or

sign a petition

Example:

Writing Prompt: Think of a current event or issue that you are passionate about.
Write a persuasive paragraph explaining why others should care about this issue
and what they can do to help.

Essay example:

One current event that I am passionate about is the climate crisis. I believe that this
is an issue that everyone should care about and take action on, as it affects not only
our own future, but the future of the entire planet.
There are many reasons why others should care about the climate crisis. First and
foremost, the effects of climate change are already being felt around the world. From
rising sea levels to more frequent and severe natural disasters, the impacts of
climate change are destructive and far-reaching. If we do not take action to address
this crisis, the consequences will only continue to worsen.
In addition to the direct impacts of climate change, there are also numerous indirect
consequences that will affect our daily lives. For example, as temperatures rise, food



production and water availability will be impacted, leading to potential shortages and
higher prices. The climate crisis also has the potential to cause conflicts and mass
migration, as people are forced to flee from areas that are no longer habitable.
There are many things that individuals can do to help address the climate crisis. One
simple yet effective action is to reduce our carbon footprint by using less energy and
resources. We can also support politicians and policies that prioritise the
environment and advocate for the adoption of renewable energy sources. Finally, we
can raise awareness about the importance of addressing the climate crisis and
encourage others to take action.
In conclusion, the climate crisis is an issue that everyone should care about and take
action on. The impacts of climate change are destructive and far-reaching, and there
are numerous indirect consequences that will affect our daily lives. By taking steps to
reduce our carbon footprint and supporting politicians and policies that prioritise the
environment, we can work towards a brighter and more sustainable future for all.

Chapter 2: Identifying the Audience

● Understanding the needs, values, and beliefs of the audience: When writing
persuasively, it is important to consider the audience's perspective and tailor
the argument to their needs, values, and beliefs. This means understanding
what they care about, what they are interested in, and what motivates them.
By aligning your argument with the audience's values and interests, you can
more effectively persuade them.

● Tailoring the persuasive argument to the specific audience: In addition to
understanding the audience's needs, values, and beliefs, it is also important to
consider their level of knowledge about the topic and adjust the argument
accordingly. For example, if you are writing to a general audience who may
not be familiar with the topic, you may need to provide more background
information and explain technical terms. On the other hand, if you are writing
to an audience of experts, you can assume a higher level of knowledge and
focus more on the specific points of your argument.

Example

Writing Prompt: Imagine you are writing a persuasive letter to your school board
about the importance of increasing funding for music education. Identify the needs,
values, and beliefs of the school board and explain how your argument aligns with
these.

Essay example:

Dear School Board Members,



I am writing to you today to urge you to increase funding for music education in our
schools. As students, we believe that music education is not only an important part
of our education, but it also has numerous benefits that align with the needs, values,
and beliefs of our school district.
One of the main needs that music education addresses is the need for a
well-rounded education. Music education provides students with the opportunity to
learn about different cultures, histories, and art forms, which helps to broaden their
horizons and develop a deeper appreciation for the world around them. It also helps
to enhance other areas of learning, such as math and language arts, as it requires
students to develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills.
In addition to addressing the need for a well-rounded education, music education
also aligns with the values and beliefs of our school district. For example, music
education promotes teamwork and collaboration, as it requires students to work
together in order to create a cohesive performance. It also fosters creativity and
self-expression, which are values that are important to our school district.
There are also numerous emotional and social benefits to music education. Music
has the power to bring people together and to create a sense of community, and it
can also serve as a form of therapy and stress relief. As we all know, the past year
has been especially challenging, and it is more important than ever that we provide
students with the tools to cope with stress and to connect with others.
Furthermore, there is a growing body of research that supports the benefits of music
education. According to a study by the National Association for Music Education,
students who participate in music education have higher grades, better attendance
rates, and are more likely to graduate from high school. As John F. Kennedy so
eloquently stated, "I believe in an America where the separation of Church and State
is absolute, where no Catholic prelate would tell the President (should he be
Catholic) how to act, and
no Protestant minister would tell his parishioners for whom to vote; where no church
or church school is granted any public funds or political preference; and where no
man is denied public office merely because his religion differs from the President
who might appoint him or the people who might elect him."
In conclusion, increasing funding for music education is not only an important
investment in the future of our students, but it also aligns with the needs, values, and
beliefs of our school district. Music education promotes a well-rounded education,
teamwork and collaboration, creativity and self-expression, and has numerous
emotional and social benefits. I urge you to consider the importance of music
education and to increase funding for this vital part of our students' education.

Chapter 3: Structuring the Persuasive Argument

● Introduction: The introduction is the first part of the persuasive argument and
its main purpose is to hook the reader and clearly state the main argument.
The introduction should grab the reader's attention and provide a clear
overview of the main points that will be discussed in the essay.



● Body: The body of the persuasive argument is where the writer presents
evidence and examples to support the main argument. This can include facts,
statistics, expert opinions, and personal anecdotes. It is important to use
credible sources and present the evidence in a logical and organised way.

● Counterarguments: In the counterarguments section, the writer addresses
opposing viewpoints and provides rebuttals to refute them. This shows that
the writer has considered multiple perspectives and is able to defend their
position.

● Conclusion: The conclusion is the final part of the persuasive argument and
its main purpose is to restate the main argument and call to action. The
conclusion should summarise the main points of the argument and encourage
the reader to take action or adopt the writer's point of view.

Example

Writing Prompt: Write a persuasive essay arguing for or against the use of
standardised tests in schools. Use the structure above to organise your essay,
including an introduction, body, counterarguments, and conclusion.

Essay example:
Introduction:
Standardised tests are a controversial topic in education, with some arguing that
they are necessary to measure student progress and hold schools accountable,
while others believe that they are flawed and unfairly disadvantage certain groups of
students. In this essay, I will argue that the use of standardised tests in schools is not
only unnecessary, but it also has negative consequences that outweigh any potential
benefits.
Body:
There are several reasons why standardised tests are unnecessary in schools. First,
these tests do not accurately measure student learning or progress. Standardised
tests are often based on a narrow set of skills and do not take into account the
diverse learning needs and styles of individual students. They also do not account
for non-academic factors that can impact student performance, such as anxiety,
stress, or illness. As a result, standardised tests can be misleading and do not
provide a complete picture of student learning.
In addition to being inaccurate, standardised tests also have negative consequences
for students, teachers, and schools. For students, the emphasis on these tests can
lead to increased stress and pressure, which can have negative impacts on their
mental health and well-being. It can also discourage students from pursuing their
interests and passions, as they are encouraged to focus solely on subjects that are
tested on these exams. For teachers, the focus on standardised tests can lead to a
narrow and rigid curriculum, which can stifle creativity and innovation in the
classroom. Finally, for schools, the reliance on standardised tests can create a



culture of competition and ranking, rather than a focus on the overall well-being and
success of all students.
Counterarguments:
There are some who argue that standardised tests are necessary to hold schools
accountable and ensure that students are meeting certain benchmarks. However,
there are more effective and fair ways to assess student learning and hold schools
accountable, such as using a variety of assessments, including formative and
summative assessments, and gathering feedback from students, teachers, and
parents. These methods provide a more comprehensive and accurate picture of
student learning and can be used to support and improve student achievement.
Conclusion:
In conclusion, the use of standardised tests in schools is unnecessary and has
negative consequences for students, teachers, and schools. While some may argue
that these tests are necessary to hold schools accountable, there are more effective
and fair ways to assess student learning and support student achievement. It is time
for us to move away from the reliance on standardised tests and towards a more
holistic and inclusive approach to education.

Chapter 4: Language Techniques in Persuasive Writing

In Chapter 4, we will explore the various language techniques that can be used in
persuasive writing to effectively convey a message and persuade the reader.
Persuasive writing requires the use of carefully chosen words and structures in order
to convince the reader to adopt a particular perspective or take a specific action. By
understanding and mastering these techniques, writers can craft powerful and
convincing arguments that are more likely to sway the reader's opinion. In this
chapter, we will examine techniques such as rhetorical questions, emotional appeal,
and the use of figurative language, and we will see how they can be used to
effectively communicate a persuasive message.

● Rhetorical questions: Rhetorical questions are questions that do not require
an answer, but are used to make a point or emphasise a point. They can be
effective in persuasive writing because they engage the reader and
encourage them to think about the topic.

"How can we justify...?"
●
● This stem questions the moral or ethical justification behind an action or belief,

pushing the audience to question their own values.
● "Are we not responsible for...?"
●
● This questions the reader's sense of responsibility towards a particular issue,

implying that failure to act or think in a certain way is morally or ethically negligent.
● "Can we continue to ignore...?"



●
● This challenges the audience's willingness to overlook an issue, suggesting that such

ignorance is unacceptable or harmful.
● "What if it were you...?"
●
● By inviting the reader to put themselves in someone else's shoes, this question aims

to evoke empathy and guilt over lack of action or concern.
● "Isn't it our duty to...?"
●
● This questions the reader's sense of obligation towards a cause or action, implying a

moral or ethical imperative to act.
● "How long will we turn a blind eye to...?"
●
● This stem criticises inaction or denial, suggesting guilt through complicity or willful

ignorance.
● "Do we not owe it to...?" (SONS, daughters, grandchildren)
●
● This questions the reader's sense of indebtedness or responsibility to others,

implying a failure to fulfil a moral obligation.
● "Who will suffer if we do not act?"
●

For example: "How can we justify ignoring the devastating impacts of climate
change on future generations?"

● Emotional appeal: Emotional appeal is the use of emotions to persuade the
reader. This can be effective because people are often more likely to be
convinced by arguments that appeal to their feelings rather than just facts and
logic.

For example: "The thought of a world where our children and grandchildren
cannot enjoy the same natural wonders that we have should fill us with a
sense of urgency and responsibility to take action on climate change."

● Figurative language is a technique used in persuasive writing to help make
the writing more vivid and engaging. Figurative language involves using
language that goes beyond the literal meaning of words to create a more
expressive and imaginative piece of writing. This can be done through the use
of literary devices such as similes, metaphors, and personification, which can
help to paint a more vivid picture in the reader's mind and make the writing
more engaging and memorable.

● For example:"Climate change is like a ticking time bomb, and we have the
power to defuse it before it is too late." (metaphor)
"Climate change is a monster that must be defeated." (personification)



● Repetition: Repetition is the act of repeating a word or phrase multiple times
for emphasis. It can be effective in persuasive writing because it helps to drive
the point home and make it more memorable for the reader.

● Hyperbole: Hyperbole is the use of extreme exaggeration to make a point. It
can be effective in persuasive writing because it can grab the reader's
attention and make the argument more memorable.

● Loaded language: Loaded language is the use of words or phrases that have
strong emotional connotations in order to persuade the reader. This can be
effective because it can appeal to the reader's emotions and make the
argument more powerful.

Example:

Writing prompt: Write a persuasive essay about combating climate change.

Essay example:

Climate change is a pressing issue that affects every person on this planet. From
rising sea levels and more frequent natural disasters to the loss of biodiversity and
negative impacts on human health, the consequences of climate change are
far-reaching and devastating. It is important that we take action now to combat
climate change and protect our planet for future generations.

Climate change is the elephant in the room that we can no longer ignore. It is a
ticking time bomb that, if not defused, will have catastrophic consequences. The
earth is a delicate balance that we must protect, and carbon emissions are the
poison that is killing our planet. We are the guardians of the earth, responsible for its
well-being. As Leonardo DiCaprio said, "Climate change is real, it is happening right
now. It is the most urgent threat facing our entire species, and we need to work
collectively together and stop procrastinating."
There are many ways that we can combat climate change, but one of the most
effective is by reducing our carbon emissions. Carbon emissions are the main cause
of climate change, and by reducing the amount of carbon dioxide that we release
into the atmosphere, we can help to slow down the warming of the planet. The earth
is a spaceship, and we are the astronauts on board. If we continue to pollute and
degrade our home, we will not have anywhere else to go. As Pope Francis said,
"The earth is not a bargaining chip. It is our home, the place we live and the only
place we have."

There are several ways that we can reduce our carbon emissions, including:

● Using public transportation or carpooling instead of driving alone
● Planting trees and other vegetation, which absorb carbon dioxide from the air



● Using energy-efficient appliances and light bulbs
● Supporting clean energy sources such as solar and wind power

Climate change is a man-made natural disaster, and it is up to us to fix it. We must
destroy the earth in order to save it, by decreasing our carbon footprint and
increasing our use of clean energy. As Edmund Burke said, "The only thing
necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing." Climate change is
both a global and a local issue, and we must all do our part to combat it. By using
less fossil fuels, we can have more energy and a cleaner, healthier planet.
Some people might argue that it is too expensive or inconvenient to make these
changes, but the truth is that the cost of not taking action on climate change will be
far greater. Natural disasters caused by climate change can result in billions of
dollars in damages, and the health effects of air pollution caused by carbon
emissions can also be costly. In the long run, investing in clean energy and other
climate-friendly practices can save money and protect our planet.

By making small changes in our daily lives and supporting clean energy and other
climate-friendly practices, we can make a difference and protect our planet for future
generations. It is up to us to take responsibility and combat climate change before it
is too late. As the earth screams for help, it is up to us to listen and take action. Let's
not be the generation that allowed the earth to perish. Let's be the generation that
saved it.

Chapter 5: Persuasive Writing in the Digital Age

● The role of social media in persuasive writing: Social media has become an
important platform for persuasive writing, with the ability to reach large
audiences quickly and easily. It is important for writers to consider the ethics
of persuasive writing on social media, including being transparent about their
intentions and avoiding manipulation or false information.

● Ethics of online persuasive writing: In the digital age, it is important for writers
to be transparent about their intentions and to ensure that their arguments are
based on credible sources and factual information. It is also important to be
respectful of others' viewpoints and to avoid spreading misinformation or
engaging in personal attacks.

● Tips for effective online persuasion: Some tips for effective online persuasion
include using visuals (such as infographics or videos) to make the argument
more engaging, creating a strong online presence (such as a blog or social
media account) to establish credibility, and using social media to engage with
and listen to the audience.



Writing Prompt: Write a persuasive social media post on why all students should be
required to learn a second language. Consider the ethics of online persuasive writing
and use the tips above to create an effective argument.

Essay example:

Hi everyone!
I wanted to share my thoughts on the importance of learning a second language and
why I think it should be mandatory for all students.
First of all, learning a second language has numerous cognitive benefits. Studies
have shown that it can improve memory, problem-solving skills, and even increase
your IQ. It can also make you more culturally aware and open-minded, as learning a
new language exposes you to different ways of thinking and communicating.
In addition to these personal benefits, being proficient in a second language is also a
valuable asset in today's globalised world. It can open up job opportunities and make
you more competitive in the job market. It can also facilitate communication and
understanding with people from different cultural backgrounds, which is becoming
increasingly important as the world becomes more interconnected.
Finally, I believe that learning a second language is a way to promote cultural
diversity and understanding. By learning about another culture's language and
customs, we can build bridges and foster a more harmonious and inclusive society.
I strongly believe that all students should be required to learn a second language.
The personal and societal benefits are simply too great to ignore. Let's embrace the
opportunity to expand our horizons and make the world a more understanding and
connected place.

Chapter 6: Conclusion

● Recap the importance and techniques of persuasive writing: In conclusion,
persuasive writing is a valuable skill to have in today's world. It allows us to
effectively communicate our ideas and opinions and to persuade others to
take action. To be successful in persuasive writing, it is important to consider
the audience's needs, values, and beliefs, to structure the argument in a
logical and organised way, and to use language techniques such as rhetorical
questions, emotional appeal, repetition, hyperbole, and loaded language.

● Encourage students to continue developing their persuasive writing skills:
Finally, it is important for students to continue developing their persuasive
writing skills throughout their education and beyond. By practising persuasive
writing and learning from the successes and mistakes of others, students can
become more confident and effective writers.

Chapter 7: Persuasive Writing Exercises



Writing prompts:

Topic 1: Write a persuasive essay explaining why zoos should be banned. In your
essay, consider the ethical concerns of keeping animals in captivity and how zoos
may negatively impact the conservation of wildlife. Use evidence and examples to
support your argument.

Topic 2: Write a persuasive essay explaining why people should adopt a vegan
lifestyle. In your essay, consider the environmental, ethical, and health benefits of
veganism. Use evidence and examples to support your argument.

Topic 3: Write a persuasive essay arguing that single-use plastics should be banned.
In your essay, consider the environmental impacts of single-use plastics and how a
ban on these items can help protect the planet. Use evidence and examples to
support your argument.

Topic 4: Write a persuasive essay explaining why we should transition to renewable
energy sources. In your essay, consider the environmental and economic benefits of
renewable energy and how it can help to mitigate climate change. Use evidence and
examples to support your argument.

Topic 5: Write a persuasive essay arguing that stricter gun control laws are
necessary. In your essay, consider the impact of gun violence on society and how
stricter gun control laws can help to reduce this violence. Use evidence and
examples to support your argument.

Topic 6: Write a persuasive essay explaining why all schools should have a
mandatory mental health education program.

Topic 7: Write a persuasive essay arguing that social media platforms should be
more responsible in moderating online content.

Topic 8: Write a persuasive essay explaining why fast fashion is harmful and why we
should support sustainable fashion.

Topic 9: Write a persuasive essay arguing that video games can have positive effects
on mental health and should not be demonised.

Topic 10: Write a persuasive essay explaining why we should support small
businesses instead of large corporations.

Essay examples:



Topic 1:

I am filled with righteous anger and burning passion as I contemplate the atrocities
committed against animals in zoos, these "prisons of despair" where "innocent
animals" are subjected to "torment" and "suffering." I dream of a world where these
"hellholes" are dismantled, and all "creatures" are free to roam and flourish in their
natural habitats, free from the "clutches of human greed and folly." I believe that it is
our "moral duty" to ban zoos and to create a more compassionate and just society
for all beings.
For too long, zoos have been justified under the guise of education and
conservation, but these are nothing more than "hollow excuses" for the exploitation
and torment of animals. These "death traps" are often overcrowded and poorly
maintained, causing animals to suffer from physical and mental health issues. Many
zoos also engage in unethical practices such as animal breeding and trading, which
only contribute to the "suffering and degradation" of these beautiful creatures.
But the problems with zoos go beyond just the treatment of the animals. Zoos serve
to reinforce a "toxic mentality" towards animals and nature, teaching us that it is
acceptable to use and abuse these beings for our own entertainment and profit. This
"toxic mentality" is not only harmful to animals, but it also has "disastrous
consequences" for the environment and for our own well-being. As Mahatma Gandhi
so eloquently stated, "The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be
judged by the way its animals are treated."
There is no doubt that zoos have played a role in the conservation of some species,
but there are more effective and ethical ways to protect and conserve wildlife. For
example, we can support organisations that work towards habitat preservation and
protection, rather than contributing to the captivity and exploitation of animals. We
can also educate ourselves and others about the importance of conservation and
take individual actions to reduce our impact on the environment. As Charles Darwin
eloquently stated, "The love for all living creatures is the most noble attribute of
man."
Furthermore, there are many alternatives to zoos that can provide meaningful
education and conservation efforts. For example, we can visit wildlife sanctuaries or
attend educational programs that focus on the importance of protecting natural
habitats and wildlife. These alternatives allow us to learn about animals in a more
ethical and respectful way, rather than "exploiting them for our own amusement." As
Albert Schweitzer beautifully stated, "The human spirit is not dead. It lives on in
secret... It has come to believe that compassion, in which all ethics must take root,
can only attain its full breadth and depth if it embraces all living creatures and does
not limit itself to mankind."
In conclusion, it is time for us to ban zoos and to create a more compassionate and
just society for all beings. Zoos are nothing more than "death traps" for animals, and
they reinforce a "toxic mentality" towards nature. There are more effective and
ethical ways to educate ourselves and to protect and conserve wildlife. I am filled
with hope and determination as I dream of a day when all animals are free to roam



and flourish in their natural habitats. Together, let us work towards this dream and
create a brighter future for all.

Topic 2:

I am filled with a sense of urgency and moral outrage as I contemplate the suffering
and exploitation of animals in the animal agriculture industry. I believe that it is our
moral duty to adopt a vegan lifestyle and to work towards a more compassionate and
just society for all beings.
The animal agriculture industry is one of the leading causes of animal suffering and
environmental destruction on the planet. Animals in factory farms are subjected to
inhumane conditions, including confinement, mutilation, and abuse. They are treated
as nothing more than commodities, rather than sentient beings with their own
interests and desires.
But the problems with animal agriculture go beyond just the treatment of animals.
This industry also has devastating consequences for the environment. Animal
agriculture is a major contributor to climate change, deforestation, and water
pollution. It is unsustainable and irresponsible to continue supporting this industry
with our choices as consumers.
However, there is a solution to these problems: veganism. By choosing to live a
vegan lifestyle, we can drastically reduce our impact on animals and the
environment. Veganism is not only a compassionate choice, but it is also a healthy
and sustainable one. There are numerous plant-based alternatives to animal
products that are not only delicious, but also provide all the nutrients that we need.
In conclusion, it is time for us to adopt a vegan lifestyle and to work towards a more
compassionate and just society for all beings. The animal agriculture industry is a
major cause of animal suffering and environmental destruction, and it is our moral
duty to do better. Veganism is a compassionate, healthy, and sustainable choice that
allows us to live in harmony with animals and the environment.

Topic 3:

I am filled with a sense of urgency and disgust as I contemplate the environmental
destruction caused by single-use plastics. I believe that it is our moral duty to ban
single-use plastics and to work towards a more sustainable and responsible society.
Single-use plastics, such as straws, plastic bags, and water bottles, are a major
contributor to environmental pollution. These items are used for a short period of
time, but they have a lasting impact on the planet. They take hundreds of years to
break down, and they often end up in our oceans, where they harm marine life and
ecosystems.
But the problems with single-use plastics go beyond just pollution. The production of
these items also requires fossil fuels, which contribute to climate change. In addition,
the manufacture and disposal of single-use plastics generates greenhouse gas
emissions, further exacerbating the problem.



However, there is a solution to these problems: banning single-use plastics. By
banning these items, we can significantly reduce our environmental impact and
protect the planet for future generations. There are numerous alternatives to
single-use plastics, such as reusable bags, water bottles, and straws, that are not
only more sustainable, but also more convenient and cost-effective.
In conclusion, it is time for us to ban single-use plastics and to work towards a more
sustainable and responsible society. Single-use plastics are a major contributor to
environmental pollution and climate change, and it is our moral duty to do better.
Banning these items is a necessary step towards protecting the planet and ensuring
a healthy future for all.

Topic 4:

I am filled with a sense of urgency and hope as I contemplate the potential of
renewable energy. I believe that it is our moral duty to transition to renewable energy
and to work towards a more sustainable and responsible society.
Fossil fuels, such as coal, oil, and gas, are a major contributor to climate change and
environmental degradation. The extraction, transportation, and burning of these fuels
release greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, causing global temperatures to rise
and exacerbating the problem. In addition, fossil fuels are a finite resource, and we
are rapidly approaching the point where they will no longer be able to meet our
energy needs.
However, there is a solution to these problems: renewable energy. Renewable
energy sources, such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric power, are clean, abundant,
and sustainable. They do not release greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, and
they can meet our energy needs without depleting finite resources.
In conclusion, it is time for us to transition to renewable energy and to work towards
a more sustainable and responsible society. Fossil fuels are a major contributor to
climate change and environmental degradation, and it is our moral duty to do better.
Renewable energy is a clean, abundant, and sustainable alternative that allows us to
meet our energy needs without compromising the planet.

Topic 5:

I am filled with a sense of urgency and sorrow as I contemplate the gun violence that
plagues our society. I believe that it is our moral duty to enact stricter gun control
laws and to work towards a safer and more just society.
Gun violence is a major problem in the United States, with thousands of people
losing their lives each year to gun-related incidents. Guns are often used to commit
crimes, such as homicides, suicides, and mass shootings, and they contribute to a
culture of fear and mistrust. In addition, the easy access to guns makes it easier for
individuals to commit violence, and it puts all of us at risk.
However, there is a solution to this problem: stricter gun control laws. By enacting
stricter laws, we can reduce the number of guns in circulation, making it harder for



individuals to obtain them. We can also require background checks and training for
gun ownership, which can help to prevent guns from falling into the wrong hands.
Additionally, we can implement laws that regulate the sale and possession of certain
types of guns, such as assault weapons and high-capacity magazines, which have
been used in many mass shootings.
While some may argue that stricter gun control laws would infringe upon the rights of
law-abiding gun owners, the evidence suggests that these laws can save lives.
According to a study by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, states with
stricter gun laws have lower rates of gun violence. This suggests that
common-sense gun control measures can significantly reduce gun deaths and
injuries.
In addition to the practical benefits of stricter gun control laws, there is also a moral
case to be made. Gun violence disproportionately affects marginalised and
disadvantaged communities, and it is our responsibility to take action to address this
issue. By enacting stricter gun control laws, we can work towards a more just and
equitable society.
In conclusion, I believe that it is our moral duty to enact stricter gun control laws and
to work towards a safer and more just society. By implementing common-sense
measures, such as background checks and regulations on certain types of guns, we
can reduce gun violence and save lives.

Topic 6:

I am filled with righteous anger and burning passion as I contemplate the mental
health crisis that plagues our society. I dream of a world where mental health is
prioritised and treated with the same importance as physical health. I believe that it is
our moral duty to implement mandatory mental health education programs in all
schools and to create a more compassionate and just society for all.
For too long, mental health has been stigmatised and neglected, leading to
devastating consequences. According to the World Health Organisation, mental
health disorders are the leading cause of disability worldwide, yet only a fraction of
those who suffer receive the treatment they need. This is especially true for young
people, who often struggle with mental health issues due to the overwhelming stress
and pressure of modern society.
But the problems with mental health go beyond just the treatment of individuals. The
lack of mental health education and awareness has led to a culture of ignorance and
shame surrounding these issues. This toxic culture not only harms those who
struggle with mental health disorders, but it also has disastrous consequences for
society as a whole. By ignoring mental health, we are perpetuating a cycle of
suffering and preventing people from reaching their full potential. As the Dalai Lama
so eloquently stated, "The purpose of our lives is to be happy."
There is no doubt that mental health education can play a vital role in improving the
well-being of individuals and society. By teaching young people about mental health
and how to take care of their own well-being, we can empower them to lead happier,



healthier lives. We can also educate ourselves and others about the importance of
mental health and take steps to reduce the stigma surrounding these issues. As
Lady Gaga so eloquently stated, "It's not about winning. It's about not giving up on
yourself."
Furthermore, there are many alternatives to traditional mental health education that
can provide meaningful and effective support. For example, schools can implement
mindfulness practices, such as meditation and yoga, which have been proven to
improve mental health and well-being. Schools can also provide access to mental
health resources and support, such as counselling services and peer support
groups. These alternatives allow us to address mental health in a holistic and
compassionate way, rather than ignoring or stigmatising it. As the poet Mary Oliver
so beautifully stated, "The most regretful people on earth are those who felt the call
to creative work, who felt their own creative power restive and uprising, and gave to
it neither power nor time."
In conclusion, it is time for us to prioritise mental health and implement mandatory
mental health education programs in all schools. Mental health disorders are a
leading cause of disability worldwide, and the lack of awareness and education has
led to a toxic culture of shame and ignorance. By empowering young people with the
knowledge and skills to take care of their own well-being, we can create a brighter
future for all. I am filled with hope and determination as I dream of a day when
mental health is treated with the same importance as physical health. Together, let
us work towards this dream and create a better world for all.

Topic 7:

I am filled with righteous anger and burning passion as I contemplate the harm
caused by the lack of responsibility in moderating online content on social media
platforms. I dream of a world where social media is a safe and positive space for all,
and where the well-being of people is prioritized over profit. I believe that it is our
moral duty to hold social media platforms accountable and to create a more
compassionate and just society.
For too long, social media platforms have prioritised profits over the safety and
well-being of their users, leading to numerous problems. The spread of
misinformation, hate speech, and online harassment on these platforms has had
real-life consequences, including violence, discrimination, and mental health issues.
The lack of moderation and accountability has also allowed for the exploitation and
abuse of children and vulnerable populations.
But the problems with social media go beyond just the negative effects on
individuals. The constant pressure to present a perfect image and the constant
stream of information can lead to a culture of comparison and anxiety. This toxic
culture not only harms the well-being of people, but it also undermines the quality of
public discourse and democracy. As the philosopher John Stuart Mill so eloquently
stated, "The only way in which a human being can make some approach to knowing



the whole of a subject is by hearing what can be said about it by persons of every
variety of opinion."
There is no doubt that social media platforms have a responsibility to moderate
online content and ensure the safety and well-being of their users. By holding these
platforms accountable and demanding more transparency and responsibility, we can
create a safer and more positive online environment. We can also educate ourselves
and others about the impact of social media and take individual actions to protect
ourselves and others, such as reporting abuse and setting boundaries. As the
activist and writer Brene Brown so eloquently stated, "Clear is kind. Unclear is
unkind."
Furthermore, there are many alternatives to traditional social media platforms that
prioritise safety and well-being. For example, we can support social media platforms
that have stricter moderation policies and that prioritise the well-being of their users.
We can also limit our own use of social media and seek out other forms of online and
offline communication, such as face-to-face conversations and community groups.
These alternatives allow us to connect with others in a more positive and healthy
way, rather than contributing to the problems of traditional social media platforms. As
the writer Sherry Turkle so beautifully stated, "We live in a technological universe in
which we are always communicating. And yet we have sacrificed conversation for
mere connection."
In conclusion, it is time for us to hold social media platforms accountable and to
demand more responsibility in moderating online content. The lack of moderation
and accountability has led to numerous problems, including misinformation, hate
speech, and online harassment. By holding these platforms accountable and seeking
out alternatives that prioritise safety and well-being, we can create a brighter future
for all.

Topic 8:

I am filled with righteous anger and burning passion as I contemplate the
environmental devastation caused by fast fashion. I dream of a world where fashion
is sustainable and ethical, and where the well-being of people and the planet is
prioritised over profit. I believe that it is our moral duty to support sustainable fashion
and to create a more compassionate and just society.
For too long, the fashion industry has been driven by a culture of excess and
disposability, leading to environmental and social disasters. The production of fast
fashion generates an enormous amount of pollution and waste, and the use of cheap
labor in developing countries often leads to exploitation and abuse. The fast fashion
industry also has a huge carbon footprint, contributing significantly to climate
change.
But the problems with fast fashion go beyond just the environmental and social
impacts. The constant pressure to consume and keep up with the latest trends leads
to a culture of materialism and waste. This toxic culture not only harms the
environment and people, but it also undermines our own happiness and well-being.



As the philosopher Bertrand Russell so eloquently stated, "Happiness is not best
achieved by those who seek it directly."
There is no doubt that sustainable fashion can play a vital role in protecting the
environment and promoting social justice. By supporting sustainable fashion brands,
we can vote with our dollars and demand more ethical and sustainable practices in
the fashion industry. We can also educate ourselves and others about the impact of
fast fashion and take individual actions to reduce our own impact, such as buying
secondhand or repairing and up-cycling our clothing. As the fashion designer
Vivienne Westwood so eloquently stated, "Buy less, choose well, make it last."
Furthermore, there are many alternatives to fast fashion that can provide meaningful
and stylish options. For example, we can support independent designers and small
businesses that focus on sustainability and ethics. We can also shop at thrift stores
or participate in clothing swaps, which allow us to buy and wear clothing in a more
sustainable and economical way. These alternatives allow us to express ourselves
through fashion in a more ethical and responsible way, rather than contributing to the
problems of fast fashion. As the fashion designer Stella McCartney so beautifully
stated, "Fashion has the power to change the world."
In conclusion, it is time for us to support sustainable fashion and to create a more
compassionate and just society. Fast fashion is a major contributor to environmental
and social problems, and it undermines our own well-being. By supporting
sustainable fashion and taking individual actions to reduce our impact, we can create
a brighter future for all. I am filled with hope and determination as I dream of a day
when fashion is sustainable and ethical. Together, let us work towards this dream
and create a better world for all.

Topic 9:

I am filled with a sense of urgency as I contemplate the negative stigma surrounding
video games and their potential impact on mental health. I dream of a world where
video games are recognised for their potential benefits and where all forms of media
are understood and appreciated in a nuanced and responsible way. I believe that it is
our moral duty to advocate for a more balanced and informed understanding of video
games and to create a more compassionate and just society.
For too long, video games have been unfairly demonised and blamed for various
societal problems, despite the lack of evidence supporting these claims. This
negative stigma has not only led to the marginalisation of gamers, but it has also
hindered the recognition and appreciation of the potential benefits of video games.
The fact is that video games, like all forms of media, can have both positive and
negative impacts depending on how they are used and understood.
But the problems with the negative stigma surrounding video games go beyond just
the marginalisation of gamers. This toxic culture of fear and misinformation not only
harms those who enjoy video games, but it also undermines the potential benefits
that video games can have on mental health and well-being. As the philosopher
Aristotle so eloquently stated, "Pleasure in the job puts perfection in the work."



There is no doubt that video games can have positive effects on mental health and
well-being. Studies have shown that video games can improve cognitive skills, such
as problem-solving and spatial awareness, and can also have therapeutic benefits
for those struggling with mental health issues. By advocating for a more balanced
and informed understanding of video games, we can recognise and appreciate the
potential benefits of this medium. We can also educate ourselves and others about
the responsible use of video games and the importance of finding balance in all
forms of media consumption. As the writer and game designer Jane McGonigal so
eloquently stated, "We are all capable of using our leisure time to become more
resilient, more connected, and more skillful, not only for our own personal benefit,
but for the benefit of our communities and our world."
Furthermore, there are many alternatives to traditional forms of media that can
provide similar benefits to video games. For example, we can explore other
interactive media, such as virtual reality or immersive theatre, which have the
potential to improve cognitive skills and provide therapeutic benefits. We can also
seek out other forms of leisure activities that promote mental health and well-being,
such as physical exercise or creative hobbies. These alternatives allow us to engage
with media in a more balanced and healthy way, rather than demonising any one
form. As the writer Neil Gaiman so beautifully stated, "The one thing that you have
that nobody else has is you. Your voice, your mind, your story, your vision. So write
and draw and build and play and dance and live as only you can."
In conclusion, it is time for us to advocate for a more balanced and informed
understanding of video games and to recognise their potential benefits on mental
health and well-being. The negative stigma surrounding video games not only harms
those who enjoy them, but it also undermines the potential benefits that video games
can have on individuals and society. I am filled with hope and determination as I
dream of a day when video games are recognised and appreciated for their potential
benefits and when all forms of media are understood in a nuanced and responsible
way.

Topic 10:

I am filled with a sense of urgency as I contemplate the importance of supporting
small businesses in our communities. I dream of a world where small businesses
thrive and where economic stability and sustainability are prioritised over profit. I
believe that it is our moral duty to support small businesses and to create a more
compassionate and just society.
Small businesses are the backbone of our communities and the driving force behind
innovation and economic growth. These businesses provide jobs, stimulate local
economies, and offer unique and personalised products and services. In contrast,
large corporations often prioritise profits over the well-being of their employees and
communities, leading to negative impacts such as outsourcing, wage stagnation, and
environmental degradation.



But the benefits of supporting small businesses go beyond just the economic and
social impacts. By supporting small businesses, we can create a more diverse and
resilient economy and foster a sense of community and connection. This sense of
community and connection not only benefits small business owners and employees,
but it also enhances our own well-being and happiness. As the sociologist Robert
Putnam so eloquently stated, "Social connections are good for us, and loneliness
kills."
There is no doubt that supporting small businesses is important for the health and
well-being of our communities and ourselves. By choosing to shop at small
businesses and supporting their growth and success, we can create a more
sustainable and equitable economy. We can also educate ourselves and others
about the importance of supporting small businesses and take individual actions to
reduce our impact on large corporations. As the writer and entrepreneur Seth Godin
so eloquently stated, "Small is the new big."
Furthermore, there are many alternatives to shopping at large corporations that can
support small businesses. For example, we can shop at locally-owned businesses,
attend small business events and markets, or invest in small business ownership.
These alternatives allow us to support small businesses in a more direct and
meaningful way, rather than contributing to the profits of large corporations. As the
writer and activist Annie Leonard so beautifully stated, "The only way to create a just
and sustainable world is to use our purchasing power to create the world we want to
see."
In conclusion, it is time for us to support small businesses and to create a more
compassionate and just society. Small businesses are the backbone of our
communities and the driving force behind innovation and economic growth. By
supporting small businesses and taking individual actions to reduce our impact on
large corporations, we can create a brighter future for all. I am filled with hope and
determination as I dream of a day when small businesses thrive and our
communities are stronger and more connected.

Should Plastic Bags Be Banned Worldwide? - Weighing environmental impacts against
convenience and economic implications.

Yes- PAIN

Widlife entangled, choking suffocating, death traps, soulless sea, graveyard, debilitated,
inert, wasteland, bleak dystopian landscape, devoid of life and happiness….

3 reasons=save Wildlife, takes up of landfills (affects water quality/ toxicity (pollution),
climate change (greenhouse gases)

PECS (example, turtles, birds, fish, sea lions….. (PAIN), consequences (food chain,
ecosystem), solution (biodegradable- bags- break easily)



Is Homework Beneficial for Students? - Examining the impact of homework on learning,
mental health, and family time. (SCENE)- NARRATIVE (IMAGE)

PAIN- HOMEWORK - torture, tedious, stolen, eyes swollen, incessant blue light,
antideluvian, psychological chaos, mountains of books, migraines,

3 REASONS=

STRESS (FACTS), Takes away time, lack of originality/creativity/thinking beyond the books

Should the Voting Age Be Lowered to 16? - Discussing maturity, civic engagement, and the
impact on democracy.

Is Social Media More Harmful Than Beneficial? - Analyzing impacts on mental health,
community building, and misinformation. (IMAGE- VICTIMS- PAIN) heartstrings pulled by
invisible, silent yet deadly conglomerates like tiktok etc- eyeballs (precious attention- traded
for money0 to fill up corporate bank accounts, slowly viciously picking apart their minds,
enslaving them in a lifetime of doomscrolling

SOCIAL MEDIA (MONSTER)

VICTIM (CHILDREN)

CYBERBULLYING, ADDICTION (DOPAMINE), MISINFORMATION

Should College Education Be Free? - Debating the right to education, economic feasibility,
and societal benefits.

Is Capital Punishment Justifiable? - Arguing moral, ethical, and effectiveness perspectives of
the death penalty.

Are School Cafeterias Contributing to Childhood Obesity? - Exploring the role of nutrition,
choice, and education in schools.

Should Animal Testing Be Banned? - Weighing scientific advancement against ethical
concerns and alternative methods.

UNETHICAL



Is Digital Learning as Effective as Traditional Learning? - Comparing outcomes, accessibility,
and the role of technology in education.

Should Countries Accept More Refugees? - Debating humanitarian responsibilities, security
concerns, and integration challenges.

Is Genetic Engineering Ethical? - Discussing the potential for disease prevention against the
risks of 'playing God'.

Should Public Transport Be Made Free? - Evaluating environmental benefits, urban mobility,
and economic implications.

Is Fast Food to Blame for Rising Health Issues? - Arguing the responsibility of industry vs.
individual choice and lifestyle.

Should Nations Invest More in Space Exploration? - Weighing scientific benefits and
potential for discovery against earthbound priorities and costs.

Is it Ethical to Eat Meat? - Considering environmental impacts, animal rights, and nutritional
aspects.

Should Single-Use Plastics Be Eliminated? - Debating practicality, environmental urgency,
and alternatives.


